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This paper contains SIX questions.

Instructions: Answer FIVE (5) questions.

Answer to any question must start on a new page.

Distribution of marks for each question is given accord_ingly

All questions must be answered in English.
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1. (a)

IEEE 5121

Consider the I inea r consta nt-coefficient difference eq uation

RI
-rlnl - i.i,[n - ll + ;.ulrt - 3l : 2.r[rr * ll,'4'fi'

Determine y[n] for n > 0 when x[n] = d[n] and y[n] = 0, n < 0.

(30 marks)

Write a difference equation that characterises a system whose frequency

response is

ff(e"t't1 : t * + e-J* -F e*J3s'

t + } e-iot * fe-Je*'r
(30 marks)

(c) Consider the following interconnection of LTI systems:

(b)

Hz(d'l: It
[0

Find the frequency response and

system.

larl S riZ
riZ <l*tlcr,

the unit impulse response of the

(40 marks)

where hrlnl * dln - lf and
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2.
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(a) Determine the transfer function of the digital filter structure of Figure 2.

xlnl
yLnl

Figure 2

(30 marks)

Realize the FIR transfer function

H(z) = (1 - 0.62-1)6 = 1 - 3.62-1 + 5.42'2 - 4.322-3 + 1.9442'a- 0.46662-5 +

0.04672-6

in the following forms:

(i) two different direct forms

(ii) cascade of six first-order sections

(iii) cascade of three second-order sections

(iv) cascade of two third-order sections

(v) cascade of two second-order sections and two first-order sections

Compare the computational complexity of each of the above realizations.

(70 marks)

(b)
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3. (a) An llR low-pass filter is required, based on a Butterworth prototype. The

specifications are:

Cut-off frequency :4kHz Pass-band ripple: 3 dB

Stop-band frequency : 6 kHz Stop-band attenuation: 60 dB

Sampling frequency .20 kHz

The bilinear z-transform method of design is to be used.

Calculate the order of the necessary prototype filter.

(40 marks)

(b) A band-pass digital llR Filter, based on a prototype Butteruvorth...1't order

filter, having a transfer function H(s) = 1 / (s + 1), is to be designed using

the bilinear z-transform. The required parameters are:

Pass-band range: 800- 1200H2

Sampling frequency: 8 kHz

Calculate the pulse transfer function of the required digital filter.

[Low-pass to band-pass transformation is:

5 = f 52 * c,Jurot) / (s{o>u - eL))

where w, and @2eta the pass band edge frequencies in rad/sl
(60 marks)
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4' (a) The filter function is formed by taking the differences in x and y directions

and adding the result such as

[o o ol [o o ol r----->vrtttl
sl*,y)=10 t ol+lo I -ll 

r

L0 -r 0J L0 0 0l '
(i) obtain the filter transfer function H(u,v) in frequency domain,

(30 marks)

(ii) show that H(u,v) is a high pass fitter.

(20 marks)

(b) The convolution theorem of two dimensional variables -f(*,y) and

h(*,y)is given by:

-f (*, y) e h(*, y) = F (u,u)u Q,t,v)

where F(u,v) and H@l) are two dimensional Fourier transform of

-f(*,y) and h(x,y) respectively. prove the validity of this theorem.

(50 marks)

Given:

M-l N-l .^ (u, w\
F(r,u\= I Y Y fG. rb-t "ln.fi )O^HHJ\ J/

-5-

,, \ -irr(4.41
3/("- xo.! - yo)= F(u,v)e " \ M N )

2jsinx-tix -r-ix
2cosx -tjx *r-ix
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p =1,2,3,.....

6. (a) The dilation of A by I is defined as

A@B={rl(B),aA*Q\

Show that this definition is equivalent to

A@ B= {r. Z'l* = a* b, forsome a e Aandb e B}

(40 marks)

(b) Referring to Figure 6(b), the initial image A consists of all the image

components shown in white and set I is the structuring element.

Assuming that I is just large enough to enclose each of the noise

components, sketch the output image of the following morphological

operations
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(i)

( ii)

( iii)

(iv)

IEEE 5121

(15 marks)

(15 marks)

(15 marks)

(15 marks)

C:AO B,

D=C@8,

E=D@B,and

F:EOB

Figure 6(b)
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